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hold and to complete the shot
process. It’s all about leverage in the
back muscles.
From behind the shooter, you
should see his drawing elbow line up
directly behind the arrow shaft. If it
is wrapped too far around then he
has drawn too far and the draw
length of the bow is too long. If his
elbow has not come far enough to
get directly behind the arrow then
the draw length of his bow may need
to be set longer. Reset the draw
length of the bow until the shooter
can stand correctly in full-drawposition and align his drawing forearm with the arrow shaft.
Getting your drawing forearm
directly behind the arrow shaft is a
major step toward making a consistent release. It is from this position
that your release hand can escape
cleanly and directly away from
behind the arrow nock when the
release aid activates. From other
positions behind the nock your hand
and arm may impart pressure and
torque to the release and bowstring.
This, in turn, will cause each arrow
to impact differently in the target.
Shooting archery well is all about
body position. It’s all about maximizing the use of your skeleton and minimizing muscle use. It’s about relaxing as much muscle as possible and
that happens when the force you
need to draw the bow is transferred
into your back and out of your arms.
Getting customers fit to this standard is the first big step to making
them winners in the consistency
department.
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USING BACK TENSION AIDS
Once the “hold” has been transferred into the back muscles (the
rhomboids) finishing the shot
requires a subtle increase in that
holding tension or muscle tightness.
This tightening in the back muscles
causes the release elbow to rotate
about the shoulder joint – the elbow
does not move directly away from
the target as many try to do. The
elbow rotates a microscopic amount
in a slightly tilted plane (tilted about
30 degrees to the horizontal) and this
rotational force is what causes the
back tension release aid to discharge
the bowstring.
You can pull directly away from
the target all you want but the
release won’t discharge until the
handle has a rotational force applied
to it – that’s the way they work. Most
of my first-time students work really
hard at pulling the BT release directly away from the target as though
they are pulling more arrow across
the rest. They have to learn that there
is an easier way that takes finesse
instead of brute force. Once they
learn to rotate their holding elbow
about the shoulder joint, their execution process gets easier and their
groups tighter.

PRACTICE REGIMEN
FOR BACK TENSION
STEP 1: LEARNING WITHOUT
THE BOW: The first step to practicing with a back tension release aid is
learning how to operate it. I teach
beginners how to do this without the
bow. Instead of a bow I have them
use either a rope loop or a Specialty
The typical back tension
release aid has the rotating
hinge and a handle for two,
three or four fingers. When
back tension is used correctly a rotating force is exerted
on the drawing elbow that,
in turn, causes the release
handle to rotate a fraction of
a degree and discharge the
bowstring. Maintaining
equal tightness with each of
the holding fingers and a
relaxed flat hand is essential
to proper operation.
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From the front, full-draw-position will
show the drawing elbow at least as high
as the arrow nock. Slightly higher is good
also because of the related shoulder blade
position and it’s ability to move when
back tension is executed.

Archery practice bow. To further
remove the fear element from the
learning process I recommend that
your students use a release aid with a
safety on it.
STEP 2: PRACTICE OFTEN: Use
the practice apparatus often. By
often I mean three or four times a
day. Short, frequent learning sessions will bring a higher retention
level for the skill being learned. The
rope loop and the release aid can be
carried with you during the day and
when you get a break you can make
three or four practice shots. You don’t
have to make many practice shots
but the ones you do make have to be
done correctly – quality not quantity.
Remember, you’re trying to rebuild
the conscious thought process as
well as the physical action needed to
shoot consistently with back tension. You’re trying to tighten back
muscles in order to hold the bowstring and to cause a rotation of the
holding elbow that will cause the
release aid to discharge.
STEP 3: BLANK BALE WITH THE
BOW: After three weeks of using the
practice apparatus you can begin
using your bow at the blank bale.
Stand close, 5 yards, to the bale.
Remove any target face from the
bale. In fact, it’s best to close your
eyes for this practice so that your
conscious thinking can be totally
focused on controlling the backmuscle action needed to set-off the
release aid.
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Carter Enterprises makes (top, left to right) the RX1 wrist-strap
caliper, the EVOLUTION pull-back tension release and the Chocolate
Addiction thumb trigger. Across the bottom (left to right) are three
of Carter’s back tension releases, the Atension, the Colby hook and
the new ONLY that features interchangeable crescents.

models that are highly accurate and
very popular are the Longhorn II, the
Black Hole III and the Longhorn IV.
And for those that want or need a little security when drawing the
Longhorn you can get it with a wrist
strap attached by ordering the
Longhorn Hunter. All of these come
in two, three or four finger models.
STANISLAWSKI RELEASES
BY COPPER JOHN:
www.ishootastan.com
The line of Stanislawski Releases
from Copper John includes the traditional back tension models and now
a thumb model. The first release aid
I ever had was a two-finger
Stanislawski that I was given in order
to learn how to shoot “properly” with
a release aid. Learning correctly the
first time has made a huge difference
for me because I’ve never battled

Pictured on top (left to right) are the Scott Little Goose
caliper, the Shark caliper and the IBEX thumb model. On the
bottom (l to r) are three of Scott’s back tension models, the
Longhorn II, the Black Hole III and the Longhorn IV.

target panic – I’ve never shot a trigger for more than a week without
going back to the back tension
release. Thankfully, that has been the
one big constant in my archery
game.
COBRA RELEASE AIDS:
www.cobraarchery.com
I had a good look at four of
Cobra’s release aids at the ATA Show
in January. All four of them are wellmade, high quality caliper-type
releases. The simplest model was
equipped with an adjustable strap
while the Pro Caliper Target had a
molded handle formed to fit the
hand (my personal choice when I
use a caliper). Two other very popular models are the Swing Away EZ
Adjust and the Mamba EZ Adjust
that feature an adjustable threadedrod in the extension shank making it
Stanislawski
releases pictured are the
Micro III
Quattro and
the Super X
Quattro. The
Micro is a
hinge-type
back tension
release in the
tradition of Mel
Stanislawski’s
first releases of
the 1970’s.
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easy to fit any hand size. I recommend that you wrap you index finger
completely around the trigger so
that it fits into the second crease and
not on the sensitive fingertip so that
you can execute the shot without
thinking about the trigger.
ROBINHOOD VIDEO
PRODUCTIONS BY BERNIE:
www.robinhoodvideos.com
Also at the ATA show I had a good
look at four back tension models by
Bernie Pellerite of Robinhood Videos.
The Missing Link release has a safetystyle head that can be drawn without
fear of pre-firing the release. He also
makes the Brass Knuckles, the
Knuckle Under and the E-Z Back, all
of which are pure back tension releases. Not pictured is Bernie’s Can’t
Punch caliper release with wrist strap
designed to help those having problems punching the trigger.
ZENITH RELEASES:
www.zenitharchery.com
The Hunter release by Joe
Bauernfeind, owner of Zenith releases, is designed specifically for the
bowhunter who wants to use a back
tension release for hunting. This
model has the wrist strap attached for
easy drawing, larger size for use with a
glove and treated “Silent Stalker” parts
for noiseless operation. Ordering the
custom combination you like is Joe’s
specialty. Zenith also makes a full line

